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a b s t r a c t
We study the spatial dynamics of spiral waves in noisy Hodgkin–Huxley neuronal ensembles evoked
by different information transmission delays and network topologies. In classical settings of coherence
resonance the intensity of noise is ﬁne-tuned so as to optimize the system’s response. Here, we keep the
noise intensity constant, and instead, vary the length of information transmission delay amongst coupled
neurons. We show that there exists an intermediate transmission delay by which the spiral waves are
optimally ordered, hence indicating the existence of delay-enhanced coherence of spatial dynamics in
the examined system. Additionally, we examine the robustness of this phenomenon as the diffusive
interaction topology changes towards the small-world type, and discover that shortcut links amongst
distant neurons hinder the emergence of coherent spiral waves irrespective of transmission delay length.
Presented results thus provide insights that could facilitate the understanding of information transmission
delay on realistic neuronal networks.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Spiral wave dynamics is the subject of ongoing and intense investigations in diverse ﬁelds of research ranging from physics and
chemistry to biology [1–3]. Especially within real neuronal networks spiral waves are common, and temporal variations of spiral core numbers have been studied extensively [4,5]. To deepen
the understanding of mechanisms behind the generation of spiral
waves in neuronal systems, several theoretical as well as experimental studies have been conducted, resulting in fascinating new
discoveries and insights. In particular, self-maintaining spiral waves
have been observed in a non-homogeneous neuronal network with
uniform initial conditions, whereas the breakup of outwardly rotating spiral waves has been reported also in settings different
from the neuronal dynamics [6–8]. Moreover, the breakup of inwardly rotating spiral waves has been investigated in an oscillatory
FitzHugh–Nagumo system near a Hopf bifurcation [9], where it has
been shown that the breakup ﬁrst occurred by regions that are far
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away from the core area and then gradually penetrated the whole
medium as the diffusion coeﬃcient ratio between the two components of the oscillatory system increased. Two-dimensional lattices
of non-homogeneous cardiac cells have also been shown to generate spiral waves due to spatial discreteness and inhomogeneity of
the model [10]. Interestingly, it has been argued that the breakup
of spiral waves may be an important mechanism by cardiac ﬁbrillation [11], as it was discovered that spatiotemporal patterns of
cardiac activity by human seizures have a consistent dynamical
evolution by the initialization, development as well as termination
of each seizure [12].
Intimately related to the above ﬁndings concerning spiral wave
formation in non-homogeneous two-dimensional excitable media
are studies reporting stochastic and coherence resonance phenomena in dynamically similar excitable systems [13–24]. As noise is
an inseparable part of any real-life process, the understanding of
its potential impacts is of vital importance. To date, it has become
an established and well-accepted fact that biological neurons can
exploit the constructive role of noise to extract hindered information and enhance weak stimuli via stochastic resonance [25–27].
Aside from these two rather main-stream phenomena, there exist
several related reports on noise-induced order either from chaotic
states [28], by means of variations in system size [29,30] and di-
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versity [31], or via an enhancement of synchronization in coupled
systems [32–34]. Furthermore, order out of noise and the dynamical properties of excitatory events in general have been studied
extensively also in non-identical ensembles of systems governed
by nonlinear dynamics, such as neurons [35], as well as in smallworld neuronal networks [36,37] and ensembles of bistable overdamped oscillators [38]. Following initial advances on isolated dynamical systems, the phenomena of stochastic and coherence resonance have been generalized also to two-dimensional media. In
particular, spatiotemporal stochastic resonance has been reported
in [39], while spatial coherence resonance has been introduced
ﬁrst near pattern forming instabilities [40] and subsequently also
in excitable media [41]. The characteristics of noise-induced patterns have also been investigated in a spatially extended Hodgkin–
Huxley (HH) neuronal network in dependence on the coupling
strength [42], and it was found that the spatiotemporal dynamics
could be enhanced as the connections amongst neurons became
stronger. Aside from these examples, the body of recent literature
devoted to the study of noise and other stochastic inﬂuences on
the dynamics of spatially extended systems is huge, so that we
found it impossible to select or review here all relevant contributions. The interested reader is pointed towards Ref. [43], while
some exemplary studies are also given in [44–50].
Recently, the body of literature devoted to studying effects of
noise on nonlinear, and in particular excitable dynamical systems
has been supplemented extensively by the addition of effects of
different delay lengths, either in terms of information transmission delay [51] or a delayed inhibitory feedback [52]. It has been
shown (see e.g. [51]) that the coherence of noise-induced pulses
may exhibit a double resonance outlay that emerges if the delay
length is optimally ﬁne-tuned. Furthermore, the phenomenon of
stochastic resonance has also been investigated in related systems
incorporating time-delay feedback mechanisms [53,54]. However,
since information transmission delays are inherent in intra- and
inter-neuronal communication because of ﬁnite propagation velocities governing the conduction of signals along neuritis as well as
delays in the synaptic transmission along chemical synapses [55],
it is thus important to understand the dynamics of coupled neuronal ensembles when such temporal delays are not negligible, as
was comprehensively exempliﬁed in [56]. Notably, it has been suggested that time delays can facilitate neural synchronization and
lead to many interesting and even unexpected phenomena [57,58].
To elaborate on the latter statement and to extend the scope
of the subject, we presently study the dynamics of spiral waves in
noisy neuronal networks subject to information transmission delay.
We employ the realistic Hodgkin–Huxley (HH) [59] model of neuronal dynamics and, in addition to different delay lengths and the
classic diffusive coupling, consider also small-world interactions
governing the dynamics of the ensemble. More precisely, we examine the impact of different transmission delay lengths on the spiral
wave dynamics. We ﬁnd that, while short transmission delays do
enable the existence of spiral waves, their spatial order can be substantially improved if the delay length is ﬁne-tuned. On the other
hand, long information transmission delays completely hinder the
emergence of spiral waves, thus clearly indicating a resonance-like
dependence of the spatial order of spiral waves on the transmission delay length. In particular, we ﬁnd that there exists an
intermediate information transmission delay length by which the
spiral waves are optimally ordered in space, hence reporting delayenhanced coherence of spatial dynamics in the examined system.
Importantly, this phenomenon can be observed best on diffusive neuronal networks, whereas the introduction of shortcut links
amongst distant units, eventually constituting a small-world topology, progressively hinders coherent spiral wave formation. By employing the circularly averaged spatial structure function [43], we
provide conclusive evidences for the delay-enhanced coherence of

spiral waves on diffusively coupled HH neuronal networks, as well
as for the small-world induced breakup of spiral waves and related
decoherence of spatial dynamics of excitatory events. Interestingly
though, the optimal information transmission delay is almost immune to the transition from diffusive to small-world interactions
amongst coupled neurons, suggesting that the delay-enhanced coherence is a robust mechanism warranting an enhancement of
spatial order by the formation of spiral waves in noisy neuronal
environments. These ﬁndings can have important practical implementations by various tasks that fall into the domain of neuronal
networks (e.g. communication, information processing or computation), where noise and information transmission delays, as well
as small-world-like interconnectedness, appear to be universally
present.
The Letter is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the
description of the HH model and employed networks, whereas Section 3 evidences the phenomenon of delayed-enhanced coherence
of spiral waves if the diffusive topology is used. Effects of smallworld topology on the delayed-enhanced coherence are presented
in Section 4, while the last section summarizes the results.
2. Mathematical model and setup
The spatiotemporal dynamics of studied HH neuronal networks
is governed by the following differential equations [59]:
C

dV i , j
dt

= − g Na m3i , j h i , j ( V i , j − V Na ) − g L ( V i , j − V L )
− g K n4i , j ( V i , j − V K ) + I



+D
εi, j,k,l V k,l (t − τ ) − V i j + σ ξi, j (t ),

(1)

k,l

dmi , j
dt
dh i , j
dt
dni , j
dt

= αmi, j (1 − mi , j ) − βmi, j mi , j ,

(2)

= αhi, j (1 − h i , j ) − βhi, j h i , j ,

(3)

= αni, j (1 − ni , j ) − βni, j ni , j ,

(4)

where V is the transmembrane voltage in mV, m is the activation and h the inactivation coeﬃcient of sodium conductance,
n is the activation coeﬃcient of potassium channels, while the
time (t ) units are seconds. For a more detailed descriptions of
all variables we refer the reader to the original work [59]. The
sum in Eq. (1) runs over all lattice sites whereby εi , j ,k,l = 1 if
the site (k, l) is coupled to (i , j ) and εi , j ,k,l = 0 otherwise. When
εi, j,k,l = 1 only if (k, l) is one of the four nearest neighbors of
the focal site (i , j ) we obtain a diffusively coupled network of
HH neurons each having degree z = 4, as depicted in Fig. 1(a).
The latter will be used throughout Section 3. However, if a certain fraction 0 < q  1 of links constituting the diffusively coupled
network is randomly rewired, as exempliﬁed in Fig. 1(b), the resulting network is of small-world type [60]. Presently we employ
the rewiring procedure described in [61] to preserve the degree
of each neuron (z = 4), which enables us to focus explicitly on
the effect of network topology rather than possible effects originating from different numbers of inputs per neuron. Small-world
networks will be used in Section 4. Importantly, we generated each
interaction network at the beginning of a particular simulation and
kept it ﬁxed the whole time; and moreover, if necessary below
results were averaged over 30 different realizations of the interaction network by each q. Quantities σ and τ in Eq. (1) denote
the standard deviation of additive uncorrelated Gaussian noise ξi , j ,
satisfying ξi , j (t ) = 0 and ξi , j (t ), ξm,n (t  ) = δ(t − t  )δi ,m δ j ,n , and
the transmission delay, respectively. In order to introduce a noisy
background for the dynamics, we set σ = 1.0 and do not vary this
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Table 1
Employed parameter values
Membrane capacitance (μF/cm2 )
C =1
Conductance constants (mS/cm2 )
g Na = 120, g K = 36, g L = 0.3
Reversal potentials (mV)
V Na = 50, V K = −77, V L = −54.4

parameter in the following sections. Furthermore, D = 0.5 is the
presently employed coupling strength, i , j = 1, . . . , N = 128 is the
system size in each direction of the two-dimensional grid with periodic boundary conditions, whilst all other parameter values used
throughout the Letter are listed in Table 1. Finally, the experimentally determined voltage transition rates are given explicitly by the
following expressions:

αmi, j =

0.1( V i , j + 10)
1 − exp[−

( V i , j +40)
10

]

(5)

,



( V i , j + 65)
,
βmi, j = 4 exp −
18



αhi, j = 0.07 exp −


( V i , j + 65)



βhi, j = 1 + exp −

αni, j =

1 − exp[−

(6)



20

( V i , j + 35)

( V i , j +55)
10

]

(7)

,
−1

10

0.01( V i , j + 55)

(a)

,

,



( V i , j + 65)
.
βni, j = 0.125 exp −
80

(8)
(9)

(10)

For a single HH neuron in the absence of noise (σ = 0),
a subcritical Hopf bifurcation occurs at the external current I 1 =
9.8 μA/cm2 . Between I = I 2 = 6.2 μA/cm2 and I 1 stable oscillatory
solutions coexist with stable steady states, whereas for I < I 2 excitable steady states are the only stable solutions. As I is increased
further and is larger than I = 155 μA/cm2 , the stable limit cycle
vanishes via the supercritical Hopf bifurcation. A more detailed bifurcation analysis of the HH neuron was performed in [62]. Here
we are interested in the parameter region I < I 2 , where neurons
are unable to ﬁre spontaneously. At present, we set I = 6.1 μA/cm2
such that each neuron in the network stays at an excitable steady
state. Importantly, the employed intensity of noise, equaling σ =
1.0 throughout this work, is too small to warrant large amplitude
excitations as it serves only to provide a noisy background for the
dynamics in accordance with real neuronal systems. Moreover, the
employed coupling strength D = 0.5 also prevents spontaneous ﬁrings, and thus in this respect neither σ nor D fulﬁll any special
resonance criteria, but simply warrant steady state excitable behavior with a noisy background upon which the spiral waves can
be introduced with appropriate initial conditions [63].
3. Delay-enhanced coherence on diffusive networks
Using suitable initial conditions for spiral wave formation (see
e.g. [63]), we ﬁrst present results obtained on diffusively coupled
HH neuronal networks. We start by showing snapshots of V i , j
obtained by different values of τ in Fig. 2. The visual examination of the three snapshots reveals rather clearly that as the delay
increases the spiral wave formation may become completely impaired [see Fig. 2(c)], yet in the interim, the spirals may become
denser and the excitatory fronts somewhat narrower [see Fig. 2(b)]
in comparison to the delay-free case [see Fig. 2(a)]. Thus, presented results do attest to the fact that different transmission delay

(b)
Fig. 1. Examples of considered network topologies. For clarity only a 6 × 6 excerpt
of the whole network is presented in each panel. (a) Diffusively coupled network
characterized by q = 0. Each vertex is directly connected only to its four nearest
neighbors, hence having connectivity z = 4. (b) Realization of small-world topology via random rewiring of a certain fraction q of links, constrained only by the
requirement that the initial connectivity z = 4 of each unit must be preserved.

lengths play a signiﬁcant role by the spiral wave formation on diffusively coupled HH neuronal networks. However, solely from the
visual inspection of the snapshots, it is diﬃcult to deduce whether
intermediate values of τ actually succeed in improving the order
of the spatial dynamics, and thus whether we can speak of delayenhanced coherence or not.
In order to quantify the spatial order of spiral waves presented
in Fig. 2 more precisely, the spatial structure function of V i , j is
introduced as follows:
P (kx , k y ) = H 2 (kx , k y ) ,

(11)

where H (kx , k y ) is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the
spatial grid at a particular time t and . . . is the ensemble average
over different temporal realizations. Results obtained via Eq. (11)
for the three τ used for the snapshots in Fig. 2 are presented
in Fig. 3. If compared with one another, it can be observed that
for the intermediate value of τ the spatial structure function is
characterized by best-expressed periodic undulations of the surface [see Fig. 3(b)], whereas smaller and larger τ do not evoke
such a persuasive response. In particular, while for τ = 0.0 some
periodic undulations can still be inferred [see Fig. 3(a)], the latter
vanish completely in panel (c) where the length of the transmission delay completely hinders spiral wave formation as exempliﬁed
in Fig. 2(c). These results fuel the fact that ﬁne-tuned information
transmission delays may indeed warrant optimally ordered spiral
waves in noisy diffusively coupled HH networks.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Spiral wave formation on diffusively coupled HH neuronal networks. All panels depict values of V i , j on a 128 × 128 square grid at a given time t. The information
transmission delay τ is: (a) 0.0, (b) 1.2 and (c) 2.2. Grey scale coloring in all panels is linear, white depicting minimal (−80) and black maximal (40) values of V i , j .

(a)
Fig. 3. Spatial structure functions of V i , j obtained for different values of
is shown for better clarity.

(b)

(c)

τ : (a) 0.0, (b) 1.2 and (c) 2.2. Note that in all panels only an excerpt of the whole P (kx , k y ) plane

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Temporal courses of V i , j for the neuron i = j = 32 and information transmission delays

In order to support these ﬁndings further, we present in Fig. 4
temporal courses of activity of a single neuron forming the diffusively coupled HH network; again for the same values of τ as
used in the previous two ﬁgures. The temporal course has the advantage that it gives information in continuous time (not just a
snapshot), and the obvious disadvantage that it does not capture
the whole spatial dynamics but just the temporal dynamics of a
single unit. Nevertheless, as the spiral waves for small τ propagate uniformly in space, the back-tracking from the temporal to
the spatial dynamics is straightforward. Indeed, there exist good
qualitative agreement between the snapshots presented in Fig. 2
and the temporal courses, as both the temporal and the spatial
dynamics are either superbly ordered or mostly disordered. For ex-

τ : (a) 0.0, (b) 1.2 and (c) 2.2.

ample, the lack of an ordered spatial dynamics depicted in Fig. 2(c)
is reﬂected clearly also in the temporal course because the latter
is highly irregular as well. It is interesting to note, however, that
although the spatial frequency of spiral waves increases with increasing τ [compare Figs. 2(a) and (b) as well as Figs. 4(a) and
(b)], the temporal frequency of excitatory events by each particular unit decreases, which implies that the diffusion slows down in
comparison to the τ = 0.0 case. This is not surprising as it directly
reﬂects the fact that ﬁnite information transmission delays govern
the evolution of the system.
Finally, we summon above indications of delay-enhanced coherence of spiral waves by exploiting the outlay of P (kx , k y ) as
proposed by Carrillo et al. [40] to obtain an estimate for the co-
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(a)
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(b)

Fig. 5. Evidences for delay-enhanced coherence of spiral waves in diffusively coupled noisy HH neuronal networks. (a) Circular averages p (k) of structure functions P (kx , k y )
presented in Fig. 3. The vertical lines at k = kmax mark spatial frequencies of spiral waves that are enhanced by given values of τ . (b) Characteristic bell-shaped dependence
of the SNR on τ , thus clearly evidencing delay-enhanced coherence in the examined system.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Spiral wave formation on noisy HH neuronal networks of small-world type with information transmission delay τ = 0.2. The rewiring probability q is: (a) 0.001,
(b) 0.003 and (c) 0.005. All panels depict values of V i , j on a 128 × 128 square grid at a given time t. Grey scale coloring in all panels is linear, white depicting minimal
(−80) and black maximal (40) values of V i , j .

herence of the spatial dynamics of spiral waves brought about by
different τ . In particular, we calculate the circular average of the
structure function according to the equation
p (k) =

P (k) dΩk ,

(12)

Ωk

where k = (kx , k y ), and Ωk is a circular shell of radius k = |k|. Plots
of p (k) are shown in Fig. 5(a) for the three different τ used above.
These results evidence more concisely what could be inferred already from outlays of P (kx , k y ) presented in Fig. 3. In particular,
we can establish conclusively that there exist particular spatial frequencies, marked with vertical dashed lines, which are resonantly
enhanced by given values of τ . Importantly however, by τ = 1.2
the primary hump (secondary humps are just higher harmonics) is
expressed best in comparison to the level of background noise. To
quantify the ability of different τ to extract a particular spatial frequency more precisely, we calculate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
as the peak height at k = kmax [marked with vertical dashed lines
in Fig. 5(a)] normalized with the background ﬂuctuations in the
system:
SNR = p (kmax )/ p̃ ,

(13)

where p̃ = [ p (kmax − ka ) + p (kmax + kb )]/2 is an approximation for the level of background ﬂuctuations whereby ka and
kb mark the estimated width of the peak around kmax by each
particular τ . Variations of SNR in dependence on τ are shown in
Fig. 5(b). Indeed, a typical bell-shaped curve characterizes this de-

pendence, thus clearly indicating the possibility of delay-enhanced
coherence in noisy diffusively coupled HH neuronal networks. In
particular, there exists an optimal ﬁnite delay τ by which the spatial dynamics of spiral waves is most coherent, and accordingly the
SNR exhibits a maximum, thus suggesting that neuronal ensembles
may adjust and optimize their group performance via ﬁne-tuning
of the information transmission delay.
4. Decoherence of spiral waves due to small-world interactions
In this section, we examine the impact of small-world topology on the above reported delay-enhanced coherence of spiral
waves. For this purpose, we keep the delay constant at τ = 0.2
and ﬁrst examine characteristic snapshots of V i , j obtained by three
different rewiring probabilities q. Snapshots presented in Fig. 6 reveal that the spiral waves become progressively destroyed as q
increases. More precisely, circular waves start to appear at random locations on the spatial grid, thereby disrupting the superbly
ordered spiral structures that could be observed by diffusive interactions in Figs. 2(a) and (b). The emergence of these additional
excitatory cores must be attributed to the introduction of longrange connections amongst distant neurons as they cause ﬁrings
irrespective of whether the main front has arrived at a particular
neuron or not. Such randomly introduced cores can then propagate excitations further via the diffusive route that still dominates
the majority of neuronal interactions. Moreover, since larger q introduce more such shortcuts, it is thus understandable that the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Decoherence of spiral wave spatial dynamics via the introduction of small-world connectivity amongst noisy HH neurons. (a) Dependence of SNR on τ for different q.
Evidently, the maximally attainable peak value of SNR decreases fast as q increases even if the value of τ is ﬁne-tuned. (b) SNR in dependence on q when τ = 0.2. Note that
the optimal τ remains unaffected by increasing q, as can be inferred from Fig. 7(a).

number of new cores of excitatory events increases, as can be observed by comparing results presented in the three panels of Fig. 6.
To investigate the effect of small-world connectivity on the spiral wave formation in noisy HH networks more precisely, we conduct the same analysis as in the preceding section. Fig. 7(a) shows
how the SNR varies in dependence on τ by different q. Presented
results fully support the visual assessment of spatial portraits in
Fig. 6, as the maximally attainable peak of SNR decreases continuously as q increases. Albeit importantly, the optimal τ = 1.2
does not change as q increases, thus indicating that the delayenhanced coherence presented in Section 3 is a robust mechanism
warranting an enhancement of spatial order by the formation of
spiral waves in noisy neuronal environments. Further supplementing the small-world induced decoherence of spiral waves are results presented in Fig. 7(b), which show that in fact the SNR by
τ = 0.2 decreases almost exponentially as q increases. Presented
results thus conﬁrm that long-range interactions amongst distant
neurons preclude the observation of ordered spatial dynamics on
two-dimensional neuronal networks. Moreover, this holds irrespective of delay ﬁne-tuning and spiral wave dynamics governing the
spatiotemporal evolution of the presently employed HH mathematical model.

increases. From the biological aspect, the existence of an optimal
ﬁnite information transmission delay for coherent spiral wave formation in neuronal networks seems reasonable, since it has been
reported [64] that the conduction velocity along axons connecting
neurons varies from 20 to 60 m/s. Real-life transmission delays are
thus within a range of milliseconds, suggesting that substantially
lower or higher values may be preclusive for optimal functioning
of neuronal tissue. In the ﬁeld of neuroscience, where excitability, noise, delay and complex topologies appear to be universally
present, the need for additional theoretical as well as experimental studies is substantial, and it is our sincere hope that the present
work will be an inspiration for the future.

5. Summary

References

In sum, we study the impact of different lengths of information
transmission delay on spiral wave formation in noisy HH neuronal
networks. Presented results evidence that the spiral waves become
optimally ordered by an intermediate length of the transmission
delay, hence evidencing the phenomenon of delay-enhanced coherence of the spatial dynamics of spiral waves. In particular,
while short transmission delays warrant considerably ordered spiral waves, the latter can be additionally regularized via ﬁne-tuning
of the delay. On the other hand, long transmission delays may
completely hinder coherent patter formation, thus ultimately resulting in a resonant dependence of the order of spatial dynamics
on the transmission delay length. In addition, we show that a small
fraction of shortcut links amongst distant units still preserves this
phenomenon, yet as the small-world topology becomes increasingly pronounced coherent pattern formation is impaired. Indeed,
as low as 0.1% of rewired links completely hinder the emergence of
ordered spirals, thus indicating that information transmission delays cannot prevent the small-world induced decoherence of spatial dynamics. We demonstrate that the decoherence is truly very
fast, as a near exponential decrease of SNR can be observed as q
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